My Summer Milestones (presented three weeks ago)

- Shorten signal cables (May)
  - We have all the equipment needed
  - Kai, Scott, Eric and I have been (trained by Chuck).
- Fully Test Front End (May)
- New Electronics Frame In The Test Lab (June)
  - Install Eight Racks and get electronical service working
  - Install Crates into Frame (HV, Fastbus, VME)
  - Integrate Grinch Electronic Into Electronics Frame
- Finish Hodoscope & Run DAQ (July)
- Add GEMs (August) [ after other cables in-place ]
Kai Vylet and Abby Hellman Making BNC Cables
Cabling BigBite Shower & Preshower To Front-End

Ashley Yoon (CNU), Abby Hellman (UVA), Eric Fuchey (Uconn) working on cables while being photo bombed by Carlos (W&M)…
Current Status – 30 May 2019

- **Shorten signal cables** *(Complete)*
  - Thanks to Kai, Scott, Eric, Abbey, Sebastian, and Provakar!
  - All 37 foot (BNC to LEMO) cables made, tested, and labeled
  - Also working on “short” 190 ns delay cables for testing DAQ in TED (work in early June while waiting for weldment)

- **Fully Test Front End** *(Project for this week!)*
  - HV on all tubes (remoted connected LeCroy HV) and all signals into front end electronics being connected

- **New Electronics Frame In The Test Lab (June)** *(on track but requires A/C tech. staff help)*
  - Material in Hall C shop and work has started
  - Will need help from Jessie after PREX/CREX installation *(We are on Jessie’s schedule!)*
    - Install Eight Racks *(I have the racks in the ESB and they just need to be cleaned-up)* *(project for next week)*
    - Get Electronical service working again *(Fuse boxes already exist & mounted, but will need electrical help)*
  - Install Crates into Frame (HV, Fastbus, VME)
  - Integrate Grinch Electronic Into Electronics Frame
  - NOTE: We will need to clean the TED area as much as possible prior to weldment arrival.

- **Finish Hodoscope & Run DAQ (July)**
  - Tentative dates for the Glasgow team to come to Jefferson Lab: 9th thru 21st July

- **Add GEMs (August)** *(after other cables in-place)*
  - NOTE: August is not a great time for Italian group...